
Power Quality Event Measurements 
 

Swells (Surges) and Inrush Measurements  
 
Voltages and currents may grow suddenly due to temporary or 
switched conditions in the load or supply of power.  Examples of 
this occurring are a current inrush when a motor is first turned on, 
a swell in voltage when the power source is switched from a weak 
source to a stronger one or when a large load is suddenly taken 
off-line. 
 
In each of these conditions, the waveform remains basically the 
same as it was before, but the amplitude (or scale) of the 
waveform has grown.  Since it is still a periodic waveform, it 
makes great sense to measure it in RMS.  This allows for simple 
comparison to the voltage or current levels before and after the 
swell has occurred.  For this reason, swells and inrush are 
measured in RMS.  For highest accuracy, PowerSight calculates 
the RMS of each ½ cycle of each voltage and current input in 
order to detect even the smallest swells and inrush.  In this way, 
no swells or inrushes are missed. 
 

Dips (Sags) Measurement  
 
Voltages and currents may shrink suddenly due to temporary or 
switched conditions in the load or supply of power.  Examples of 
this occurring are a current dropout when a motor is suddenly 
turned off, a dip in voltage when the power source is switched 
from a strong source to a weaker one or when a large load is 
suddenly put on-line. 
 
In each of these conditions, the waveform remains basically the 
same as it was before, but the amplitude (or scale) of the 
waveform has shrunk.  Since it is still a periodic waveform, it 
makes great sense to measure it in RMS.  This allows for simple 
comparison to the voltage or current levels before and after the 
dip has occurred.  For this reason, dips are measured in RMS.  
For highest accuracy, PowerSight calculates the RMS of each ½ 
cycle of each voltage and current input in order to detect even the 
smallest dips.  In this way, no dips are missed. 
 



High-Speed Transient Measurements  
 
Voltages and currents may suddenly have changes that cannot be 
explained by a simply change in amplitude in the normal power 
waveform.  Such events are signals or distortions that are 
temporarily superimposed onto the basic waveform, such as 
lightning.  They typically have nothing to do with the fundamental 
frequency of the power and are certainly not periodic.  We call 
these events “high-speed transients”.  High-speed transients are 
not periodic and are typically very abrupt changes.  It makes best 
sense to measure them by their peak voltage or current and by 
the duration of time that they exceed the transient threshold.   
 
PowerSight allows for setting two types of thresholds for detecting 
these high-speed events.  Absolute transient thresholds look for 
any instant in which the voltage or current exceeds a certain 
absolute magnitude.  This can be helpful to capture voltage events 
that may pierce the dielectric of a capacitor or breakdown a 
semiconductor switch.   
 
Relative transient thresholds look for any transient riding on the 
power waveform that exceeds a certain level for an instant.  In this 
case the fundamental periodic waveform is removed and only the 
remaining transient events are left to be measured.  This can be 
helpful in finding signals that get passed through high pass filters 
or get induced into process circuits. 
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